Exercise 3 – APOSTROPHES
Complete the blanks with the correct apostrophe if appropriate or simple leave it
blank.
Steve Jobs’ Background
Jobs was also one of the richest, most influential, and important man that has ever lived. He was
born on February 24, 1955 in San Francisco, California. He was put to adoption straight after his birth by
his biological parents Joanne Caroles and Jandali. Fortunately, he was quickly adopted by Paul and Clara
Jobs. Paul was a mechanic and his wife worked as an accountant. Later on, Jobs__ biological parents
married and had a daughter, Mona Simpson. Even though his parents__ abandoned him, he still
developed a relationship with his biological mother and sister. Also, Jobs became interested in technology
early in life because his adopted father loved technology and machines. Besides his father__ inspiration,
Jobs was mentored by a neighbor, who was really enthusiastic about electronics, so he helped Jobs with
several projects. For example, in eighth__ grade, he built a frequency counter that was HewlettPackard__. One day, Jobs noticed that some parts of the kit were missing, so he called the company. On
the call, he ended up receiving the pieces and an offer for an internship over the summer. Further, Jobs
attended Homestead High School where he continued to focus on electronics. This is also where he met
his closest friend Steve Wozniak. He was also passionate for electronics__ and computers__. Around the
1970__s, after high school graduation, he was accepted to Reed College in Portland, Oregon. However,
he dropped out of it after the first semester. He stayed there for two more years__ trying to make a living,
but he was not successful, so he returned home to California in 1974. At this exact moment, Jobs__
wanted to go to a spiritual journey to India, but he did not have enough money for that. As a solution, he
started designing video games__ for Atari to save up some money for the trip. When he came back to
California, he reconnected with Wozniak, who was working in HP. Even though Jobs__ and Wozniak__
jobs__ were very demanding, they still found time to hang out together.
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